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The Leech Lattice as a Code for the Gaussian Channel* 
I~a,~ F. BLAKE 
Department ofElectrical Engineering, University of Waterloo, 
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada 
The communication properties of the Leech lattice are examined and 
discussed. A simple upper bound on the probabihty of error using the first n 
shells of the lattice as a signalling system is derived. This upper bound is 
shown to be lower than the upper bound given by Gallager (1965). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Most coding theorems are existence type theorems which guarantee the 
existence of a coding scheme to meet the given probability of error. We are 
interested here in the Gaussian channel, where the signals are taken to be 
vectors in Euclidean N-space, and the best-known bound appears to be that 
of Gallager (1965). For various values of the parameters M (the total number 
of signals) and N, optimal equal energy signalling schemes are known. 
For the nonequal energy case, however, the situation is often more 
complicated. 
Recently Leech (1967) discovered a dense sphere packing in 24-dimensional 
Euclidean space E~4. The centers of the spheres form a lattice (i.e., coordi- 
nates are integers) and we shall refer to this scheme as the Leech lattice and 
denote the set of all centers by A. There is evidence to suggest that A is very 
likely the densest lattice packing possible in E~4 and as such it is interesting 
from a communication point of view. 
The aims of this paper are modest. We shall derive a simple upper bound 
on the probability of error for a signalling scheme derived from A and show 
that it is lower than the upper bound of Gallager (1965). As such, it represents 
the only easily constructible high rate signalling scheme known to the author 
which uniformly satisfies the bound of Gallager. 
* This research was supported by the National Research Council Grant No. A 7382. 
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2. THE LEECH LATTICE 
The original construction of the Leech lattice is contained in the paper 
of Leech (1967). Recently, a more concise and very elegant construction has 
appeared in a paper by Conway (1969). It is intimately involved with the 
properties of the Steiner system on 24 letters, S(5, 8, 24). We shall not give 
the construction here as it is enough for our purposes that a logical procedure 
exists for its construction. The centers of the lattice may be thought of as 
lying on concentric spheres or shells about the origin, of radius 4 ~/n for all 
positive integers n, denoted by A n . It may be shown that ./11 is empty. 
Spheres of radius 2 V/2 may be placed at each center of A without intersection 
and hence no two centers are closer than 4 a/2. Further, each sphere touches 
196 560 others. Of importance to us will be the number of centers Un in An • 
Fortunately, Conway [1] provides a formula for this given by 
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un-  691 (an(n)--'c(n))' 
where an(n ) is the sum of the eleventh powers of the divisors of n, including 1 
and n, and ~'(n) is Ramanujan's function defined as the coefficient ofx n (n ~ 1) 
in the series expansion of the function 
x I]  (1 -x~)  24. 
Since un is an integer and 691 a prime, this implies that 691 I (all(n) - -  r(n)), 
TABLE 1 
Radii of A 
n (4 ~/n) un Z" 
1 4 0 0 
2 5.657 196 560 196 560 
3 6.928 16 773 120 16 969 680 
4 8.000 398 034 000 415 003 680 
5 8.944 4 629 381 120 5 044 384 800 
6 9.799 34 417 656 000 39 462 040 800 
7 10.583 187 489 925 360 226 951 966 160 
8 11.314 814 879 774 800 1 041 831 740 960 
9 12.000 2 977 551 488 000 4 019 383 228 960 
10 12.649 9 486 551 299 680 13 505 934 528 640 
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an interesting congruence which was previously known. The function ~-(n) 
is tabulated in Ramanujan (1916) and Watson (1950). The number of vectors 
un is listed in Table I for the first ten integers as well as the radii of the 
spheres on which they lie and the total number of vectors within and on that 
sphere. 
We now investigate the asymptotic properties of un. The term an(n )
always contains the term n 11, whereas the term ~-(n) is, at least for low and 
moderate values of n, less than n u/~ d(n), where d(n) is the number of divisors 
of n. An unproven conjecture of Ramanujan is that 
I ~'(n)l ~ n 1/2 d(n) 
although it is also known that 
{ ~'(n)l >~ n 1/2 
for an infinite number of values of n. For large values of n we shall, therefore, 
ignore r(n) in u~, the only justification being a comparison of all(n) and r(n) 
for values of n up to 1000. Thus 
u~ ~-~ 94.8191 × eu(n), 
for larger values of n. Another quantity of interest is the number of centers 
q/ 
contained within and on a sphere of radius 4 V'n, i.e., Zi=l ui • Again we 
approximate this quantity by 
94.82 × ~ an(/). 
Ramanujan [5] states that we may approximate this summation by 
nr+l 
~=~ a~(i) ~r  + 1 ~(r + 1), 
where ~(') is the Riemann zeta function. Hence, for large values of n we have 
the approximation 
nl 2 
u~ ~ 94.82 -~-  ~(12) ~7.9016 • n 1~. (I) 
/=1  
We will use this approximation i  an asymptotic alculation later. 
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3. AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE PROBABILITY OF ERROR 
It is evident hat the Leech lattice should have some interesting commu- 
nication capabilities. Consider the set of centers of A contained within and 
on a sphere of radius 4 %/n for some fixed positive integer n and denote this 
n set by A n i.e., A n = Ui=IAi -  Each center will serve as a signal vector. 
We call those signals in An surface vectors and the others internal vectors 
ofA ~. The decision region for an internal vector is bounded by 196 560 hyper- 
planes which makes it unlikely that an exact expression for the probability of 
error will be found. However, it is a straightforward matter to find an upper 
bound for the probability of error. A lower bound may also be found in the 
same manner, but was not of sufficient interest o include. 
We assume that all signals are equally likely and consider the probability 
of error, given that an internal vector was sent. We further assume that the 
channel has the effect of additively perturbing each signal component 
independently by a gaussian random variable of mean zero and variance No/2. 
The probability of a correct decision P(C) is greater than the probability that 
the perturbed vector remains within a sphere of radius 2 %/2 about the sent 
signal vector. We calculate this probability. Denote the twenty-four dimen- 
sional gaussian distribution of independent variates, each with mean zero 
and variance No~2, by 
p(x) = exp[-Ix I~lNo]l@No) TM. 
A sphere of radius r in E24 has a surface area 
2 • 7r TM 
s(~) -  r(12) r~. 
Thus the probability of the signal vector remaining inside a sphere of radius 
2 %/2 is 
,2 C2 
= ~ s(~)p(l~l =r )  dr 
o 
-- /"(12) \N~-o ) r 2a exp(--r21No) dr. 
By the change of variable y = r2/No this last expression may be written as 
1 I81N°y~¥ -u dy = P(12, 8/No), 
F(12) -o 
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where P(a, x) is the incomplete gamma function. The probability of a correct 
decision for a surface vector will be a little greater than this quantity. Here, 
the region of integration is over the same sphere as above plus a conical region, 
exterior to the sphere of radius 4 ~/n. The integration over the conical region 
may be expressed in terms of a double integral which is somewhat difficult 
to compute and is small except at very high noise levels. For simplicity we 
ignore this term. Hence our bound on the probability of error PL(E) for the 
subset of the Leech Lattice A ~ is given by 
which may be written as 
PL(E) < 1 --  P(12, 8/No), 
where 
PL(E) < e~(S/No) exp[--8/No], (2) 
and 
where 
B = 24~reZ(1 -- fi2) 
+ J" 
ell(x) = 7"  
i=0 
The signal vectors of A ~ are energy constrained by 
E~ = 24EN ~< 16n, 
and so EN = (16/24)n = 2n/3, where EN is the energy per dimension and 
the subscript N is 24. Thus in the upper bound (2), 
8 EN 12 
No Non 
We will compare the bound (2) to the bound given by Gallager (1965), 
PG(E), for signals constrained in energy by 24EN. 
Pa(E) < B exp [ - -N  l(1 -- fi)-1- l ln (fi -1- 2-ff~-o ) -- RI] '  
1 (1 +-N;-0 1' R < ~ In 2E N ~ (3) 















Probability of error bounds of Eq. (2) and (3). 
These two bounds (2) and (3) are plotted in Fig. (1) for n = 10 or, equiv- 
alently, for R = 1.2597, where 
R = 1 log~ M, 
where M is the number of signals. The curves are labelled by their equation 
number. Notice that only certain rates are possible with the Leech Lattice. 
As can be seen from the figure the upper bound for the Leech Lattice is 
lower than Gallagers bound, for n ~ 10. 
For large values of EN/N o (EN/N o > 10), /3-+ ½ and Gallagers bound 
behaves as 
K(EN/No) -1~, (4) 
where K is a constant. The bound for A n in (2) behaves as 
K' ( e~ ~11 [ EN 12 
\--~-o ] exp [ No F6]' 
which gives exponential decrease rather than n-th power. This is reflected 
in the behaviour of the curves of Fig. 1. 
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The two bounds behave in approximately the same manner for other values 
of n. Consider the effect of the change from n ~ 10 to n = 100. Using the 
asymptotic value for the number of centers in A 1°° (Eq. (1)) we find that 
R' = 2.38870. 
The effect on the bound (2) is merely to shift the curve to the right by 10 db. 
The effect on bound (3) is to multiply values for n = 10 by e NAR ~ e 24×1.1290 
e 27'096 : 5.852 × 1011. For values of EN/N o such that 10 loglo(EN/No) > 10, 
i.e., EN/N o ~ 10, the behaviour indicated by Eq. (4) becomes a very good 
approximation. On the logarithmic scales used in the figure, this implies that 
the bound (3) will be very close to a straight line. Using this straight line 
approximation tothe bound it may be seen that multiplication by 5.852 × 1011 
is equivalent to a right shift of the bound by an amount slightly greater than 
10 db. An actual plot verified this, but is not included. 
Note that the bound (3) is valid only for R < ½ ln(1 + 2EN/No) which 
implies, for n = 10 and R = 1.2597, that the bound is valid only for 
10 loglo(EN/No) > 7.5686. 
Attempts were made, without success, to find a realiability or exponent 
function for the bound of (2). 
4. ALTERNATIVE SCHEMES 
The Leech Lattice offers other possibilities for communication, and we 
briefly discuss two such methods. 
I f  we delete the center at the origin and consider only the centers in A 2 , 
then an equal energy set of signals results with energy 32. The minimum 
distance of this set is 4 v/2. Denote by Q(O) the probability of the signal 
being perturbed to a point outside of a cone of half angle 0, of which the 
signal vector forms the principal axis. As before, assume independent 
Gaussian noise of mean zero and variance No~2 in each dimension. For this 
equal energy set of signals, let P2(E) denote the probability of error and let 02 
be such that sin 0 2 = (2 ~/2)/(4 ~/2) = ½. Then it follows that 
P2(E) < 9(02). 
Following Shannon (1959), we can get a lower bound as follows. The surface 
area of a sphere of radius 4 ~v/2 in 24 dimension is 
2~12(4 ~/2) 23 
$24(4 V/2) --  (11)I 
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Since there are 196 560 signals, each decision region has area 
D = $24(4 X/2)/196 560. 
The worst possible region with this area from a detection point of view is a 
spherical cap. Let 01 be the angle of the cone which subtends a spherical cap 
of area D on the sphere of radius 4 V/2. Then a lower bound on P~(E) is 
given by 
P2(E) > Q(0a), 
and hence 
Q(Ol) < P2(E) < Q(O2). 
An asymptotic expression for the function Q(-) is given by Eq. (51) in 
Shannon (1959), with appropriate changes of parameters. 
Another possible scheme for communication is to use the entire Leech 
Lattice and not to make the signals equally likely. A simple scheme is to make 
each signal in a given shell A n equally likely and then assign a probability P~ 
t ° A n , where 
~ Pi = 1 and P~ > 0 all i .  
i=0 
i4-1 
For this case the upper bound in (2) on the probability of error PA(E) is the 
same, but the construction ow allows a simple lower bound to be derived. 
The  volume of each decision region may be calculated by various means. 
It  turns out that this volume is the same as the volume of a sphere of radius 
exactly 4. From the arguments used to derive (2) it follows that a lower bound 
is given by 
PA(E) > en(16/No) exp(-- 16/N0) ,
and hence 
elx(16/No) exp(--16//0)  < PA(E) < el~(8/No) exp(--S/No). 
The upper bound is valid for any distribution of the Pi, while the lower bound 
is valid only if Pi > 0 for all i. 
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